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It is shown that a method for calculating unified total electron-ion recombination rates, incorporating both
the radiative and dielectronic recombination processes, can be applied to substantially complex atomic systems
where a large number of recombination channels need to be coupled in anab initio manner. Calculations are
carried out for the astrophysically important ion FeIII , and total and state-specific recombination rate coeffi-
cients are obtained fore1 FeIV → FeIII , in the close coupling approximation employing theR-matrix
method. The calculations correspond to a 49-state eigenfunction expansion for the FeIV core that includes
states from the ground configuration 3d5 and the excited configurations 3d44s and 3d44p for proper treatment
of the electron correlation effects. This is an accurate and detailed atomic calculation for the recombination
rates for FeIII . The present rates are up to an order of magnitude lower than the previous values obtained
through the Burgess general formula at electron temperatures where dielectronic recombination dominates.

PACS number~s!: 34.80.Kw, 32.80.Dz, 32.80.Fb

I. INTRODUCTION

A unified treatment@1–3# for the total electron-ion recom-
bination in the close coupling approximation is employed for
the recombination rate coefficientsaR of e1FeIV → FeIII .
The treatment incoporates both the radiative and the dielec-
tronic recombinations in a consistent and unified manner. It
provides the recombination rate coefficients for a wide range
of temperatures for all practical purposes, compared to ear-
lier treatments valid in limited temperature ranges and which
generally treat radiative and dielectronic recombination~RR
and DR! separately in different approximations. The present
work reports detailed and accurate calculations for the
electron-ion recombination of FeIII , as well as an application
of the unified treatment for large complex atomic systems
with many channels and relatively strong electron correlation
effects.

The separate RR and DR rate coefficients currently in use
were both calculated by Woodset al. @4#, who employed the
photoionization cross sections in the central-field and hydro-
genic approximations to obtain the RR rates. For the DR
rates they employed the Burgess general formula@5# using
oscillator strengths@6# obtained from an atomic structure cal-
culation by Abbott~referenced in Woodset al.!. The accu-
racy of the FeIII oscillator strengths used in the DR calcula-
tions is uncertain@J.M. Shull~private communication!#. In a
later work, Hahn@7# recalculated the DR rates employing an
improved empirical formula based on the Burgess general
formula. Arnaud and Raymond@8# combined both these DR
rates in their work, which reproduces rates very close to
those by Woodset al. @4#.

II. THEORY

The details of the unified treatment are given in Refs.
@2,3#. Here a brief outline of the method is presented. The
recombination of an incoming electron to the target ion may
occur through radiative recombination,

e1X21→X11hn, ~2.1!

which is the inverse process of direct photoionization, or
through the two-step dielectronic recombination:

e1X21→~X1!**→H e1X21

X11hn,
~2.2!

where the incident electron attaches itself to the target ion in
a quasibound doubly excited state, which leads either to~i!
autoionization, a radiationless transition to a lower state of
the ion~usually the initial one! and the free electron, or to~ii !
recombination with radiative stabilization via decay of the
ion core and the bound electron. Coupled channel calcula-
tions for photoionization cross sections include both pro-
cesses, and hence show resonance structures due to the dou-
bly excited autoionizing states. In the close coupling
calculations it is important to include all states of the core
ion that could contribute significantly to these resonances.

The electron-ion recombination rate coefficientaR(T)
can be obtained in terms of the photoionizaton cross sections
as

aR~T!5E
0

`

v f ~v,T!sRCdv, ~2.3!

wheresRC is the recombination cross section andf (v,T) is
the velocity distribution function, usually chosen to be a
Maxwellian.sRC is related to the photoionization cross sec-
tion sPI , through detailed balance~Milne relation!:

sRC5sPI

gi
gj

h2v2

4p2m2c2v2
. ~2.4!

HencesPI , obtained including the autoionizing resonances,
essentially provide totalaR(T) incorporating both the RR
and the DR in a unified manner. However, in the unified
treatment the detailedsPI with resonances must be obtained
in the close coupling approximation for a large number of
contributing bound statesi b of the recombinede1 ion sys-
tem. From the individual contributions the totalaR(T) is
obtained as
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aR~T!5(
i b

gi
gj

2

kTA2pm3kc2T
E
0

`

E2sPI~ i b ;e!e2
e
kTde,

~2.5!

whereE5\v5e1I p , e is the photoelectron energy, and
I p is the ionization potential. The integration over` energy
range of the photoelectron is carried out as described in Ref.
@2#.

In principle, electron-ion recombination takes place to an
infinity of states~Fig. 1 of Ref.@2#!. To each excited thresh-
old StLtp t of theN-electron target ion there corresponds an
infinite series of (N11)-electron states,StLtp tnl , where
n is the effective quantum number, to which recombination
can occur. In the unified treatment of electron-ion recombi-
nation all these recombining states are considered. The
bound states of the recombinede1 ion system are divided
into two groups,~A! low-n states, wheren goes from the
ground level to nmax and ~B! the high-n states where
nmax<n<`. The detailed photoionization cross sections in-
cluding the autoionizing resonances of all low-n bound states
of group ~A! are obtained in the close coupling~CC! ap-
proximation. For group~B! states DR dominates the recom-

bination process and the contributions are primarily in the
high temperature range since the incident electron must be
sufficiently energetic so as to collisionally impact and excite
the target ion to a higher state connected via a dipole transi-
tion to the ground state. The contribution from group~B!
states is obtained by calculating the collision strengths of
DR, V~DR!, employing the precise theory of radiation
damping by Bell and Seaton@9,2#. TheV~DR! are obtained,
in a self-consistent manner, in the CC approximation using
the same wave function expansion that is used for the calcu-
lation of sPI .

In the CC approximation, the target or the core ion is
represented by anN-electron system, and the total wave
function expansionC(E) of the (N11)-electron system for
any symmetrySLp is represented in terms of the target
wave functions as

C~E!5A(
i

x iu i1(
j
cjF j , ~2.6!

where x i is the target wave function in a specific state
SiLip i andu i is the wave function for the (N11)th electron
in a channel labeled asSiLip iki

2l i(SLp), ki
2 being its inci-

dent kinetic energy.F j ’s are the correlation functions of the
(N11)-electron system that account for short range correla-
tion and the orthogonality between the continuum and the
bound orbitals. For the present calculations ofsPI of the
group~A! bound states, andV~DR! for the group~B! states,
a 49-state wave function expansion is employed@10#.

In the following subsections some details of the calcula-
tions are presented.

A. Low-n states: Photoionization cross sections

The recombination rate coefficient of an electron combin-
ing with a target ion in the ground state requires the partial
photoionization cross sectionssPI of all the recombined
states that leave the ion in the ground state. There are 239
such bound states of FeIII in the group~A! low-n bound
states ~with nmax.10 and l <9) that couple to the6S
ground state of FeIV. The partial photoionization cross sec-
tions of these states are obtained from large-scale computa-
tions for FeIII radiative data@10#, in the CC approximation
employing theR-matrix method as developed for the opacity
project~OP! @11# and extended for the iron project@12#. The
calculated states were identified through detailed examina-
tion of quantum defects by computer codeELEVID. The com-
putation for the recombination rate coefficients for each state
was calculated as explained in Ref.@2#, employing the com-
puter codeRECOMB.

Some results of the cross sections are presented below,
pointing out features that are important in the final results for
aR(T). sPI of the ground state of FeIII , 3d6 5D, is a domi-
nant contributor toaR . However, there are excited states that
make considerable contributions because of their enhanced
cross sections due to autoionizing resonances. Figure 1 pre-
sents examples of such states where partial photoionization
cross sections of excited 3d5 6D4p(5Fo), 3d5 4F4p(5Do),
and 3d5 6S6p(5Po) states of FeIII are shown. The cross sec-
tions of both states5Fo and 5Do in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! show
extensive resonances. The arrows in these figures point

FIG. 1. Partial photoionization cross sectionssPI , of ~a!
3d5 6D4p(5Fo), ~b! 3d5 4F4p(5Do), and ~c! 3d5 6S6p(5Po)
states of FeIII : FeIII 1 hn→ FeIV 1e. The arrows in~a! and ~b!
show energy positions for direct photoionization of the states leav-
ing the cores at 3d5 6D and 3d5 4F states, respectively. Panel~c!
illustrates the PEC feature with the arrow pointing out the energy
position of the optically dipole allowed 3d44p6Po state by the tar-
get ground 3d5 6S state.
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to the threshold energies for direct photoionization of these
states leaving the ion cores in states 3d5 6D and 3d5 4F of
FeIV, respectvely. Owing to the strong coupling effects the
cross sections below these target states show dense features
belonging to Rydberg series of autoionizing resonances con-
verging on to the target threshold. It is clear that the reso-
nances~with n>10) get narrower, with diminishing back-
ground cross section, and the contribution toaR gets to be
predominantly of DR type.

At high energies the singular feature in the cross sections
that affects the recombination rate coefficients is due to the
photoexcitation of core~PEC! resonances@3#. These occur at
energies that excite the target ground state to an excited state
via a dipole allowed transition, while the outer electron re-
mains essentially a ‘‘spectator.’’ The process manifests itself
through wide resonances that enhance the background cross
sections by orders of magnitude. PEC resonances are pro-
nounced in the photoionization cross sections of excited
states along a Rydberg series.This is quite contrary to the
behavior expected from the usual hydrogenic scaling of
photoionization cross sections for excited states. Figure 1~c!
presents cross sections of the 3d5 6S6p(5Po) state of FeIII
for which the background cross sections show smooth varia-
tion until the photon energy 1.73 Ryd~marked by the arrow!
when the FeIV state 3d44p6Po, is accessible via a dipole
transition from the ground state 3d5 6S; the associated PEC
resonance there can be seen clearly. The photoionization of
the state 3d5 6S6p(5Po) better illustrates the PEC feature,
though fewer states of the same symmetry contribute to
aR .

Figure 2 presents thetotal photoionization cross sections
of the ground state 3d6 5D of FeIII , also showing photoion-
ization to all included states of the core ion FeIV @10#. The
partial s PI for the

5D ground state leaving FeIV in the
ground 3d5 6S state is very similar in magnitude and features
to this total sPI @10#. The circles in the figure correspond to
the results from the central-field approximation@13# which,
when extrapolated to lower energies, overestimate the cross
section by about five times higher than the CC cross section
~present astrophysical models employ the central-field cross
sections shown, and are thus likely to overestimate the
photoionization rates of FeIII !. We present Fig. 2 to empha-
size that the new calculations are for both photoionization
and recombination of FeIII , thereby providing a complete
andconsistentset of data to enable accurate calculations for
ionization balance under photoionization equilibrium. The
ionization balance equation@14#

NX1E 4pJn

hn
sPIdn5NeNX21aR ~2.7!

requires the total photoionization cross section of the ground
state, and the total recombination rate coefficient as pre-
sented in this paper.

B. High-n states: Collision strengths for dielectronic
recombination

For the high-n states (nmax<n<`) of group~B! the col-
lision strengths for dielectronic recombination,V~DR!, are
obtained in the CC approximation employing Bell and

Seaton theory for DR@9,2#. In the energy region of these
states below each target state, the electron-electron scattering
matrix S ee is partitioned into submatrices,xoo , xoc , xco ,
xcc , whereo denotes the open andc denotes the closed
channels. Diagonalizing thexcc with the diagonalizing ma-
trix N, we define xccN5Nxcc , xoc8 5xocN, and
xco8 5NTxco . From the unitarity condition of the general
scattering matrix, which includes the radiation damping, the
DR probabilityPa for the entrance channela can be written
in terms of the matrix elements as

Pa5G~n!(
g H S (

g8
xag8

8 Ngg8D F 1

xgg2g~n!exp~22p in!G
3F 1

xgg* 2g~n!exp~12p in!G S (g8
x8g8a
* Ngg8

* D J , ~2.8!

whereg(n)5exp(pn3Ar /z
2), G(n)5g(n)221,Ar is the sum

of the radiative decay probabilities for the available decay
routes from a given excited state of the target ion,n is the
effective quantum number associated with the resonance se-
ries, z is the ion charge, and the summations go over the
closed channelsgg8 contributing to DR. The DR collision
strengthV~DR! is then obtained as

V~DR!5(
SLp

(
a

1

2
~2S11!~2L11!Pa

SLp . ~2.9!

FIG. 2. Total photoionization cross section of the 3d6 5D
ground state of FeIII in the 49-CC calculations. The circles corre-
spond to central-field values@13#.
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Averaging over the resonances of DR, the DR probability
can be written as

^Pa&5G~n!F(
g

uxag8 u2(
i

uNigz2

G~n!112uxggu2

12 (
gÞg8

ReS xag8 xg8a
8 (

i
NigNig8

*

G~n!112xggxg8g8

D G ,
~2.10!

where the summation overi goes through all the closed
channels. We are interested mainly in the channels linked to
the ground state of the target ion and hence in the DR cross
sections for the transitions from excited states that are linked
radiatively to the ground state. For the FeIV target, we have
only one state, 3d4 5D4p(6Po), that is dipole allowed to the
ground 3d5 6S state. The radiative transition probability for
the transition6S→6Po is 0.771 nsec, obtained from the OP
f value of 0.407 for this transition@15#.
The DR collision strengths fore1FeIV → FeIII are ob-

tained in both forms, detailed with autoionizing resonances
and averaged over the resonances. Figure 3 presents
V~DR! in both forms, the detailed form~dotted curve! and
the resonance averaged form~solid curve!. The computation
for V~DR! starts atn510.0, as specified in the figure, where
the collision strength is almost zero. As the energy ap-
proaches the excited threshold6Po state of the target, the
autoionizing resonances of DR get narrower and denser
while the background rises as seen in the figure. The sharp
rising of V~DR! near the excited threshold is clear in the
solid curve for the averaged collision strength which peaks at
3.46 exactly at the6Po state. Some small features can be

noticed in the solid curve. Since the averaging of resonances
is carried out only to the ones that belong to Rydberg series
of the threshold6Po, the crookedness in the curve is due to
the interference effects of the resonances from higher thresh-
olds, beyond6Po. These introduce a small uncertainty@3# in
aR . The aR values reported here correspond to resonance
averaged values ofV~DR!, since these values are more
stable numerically. The difference between the DR rates ob-
tained from the detailed collision strengths and the averaged
ones for the present ion is 8%, indicating the energy mesh is
good enough for resolving the resonances.

The filled circle in Fig. 3 corresponds to the value of
VEIE(

6S26Po), the collision strength for electron impact ex-
citation~EIE! of the ground state6S to the excited6Po state.
The value ofVEIE(

6S26Po) is 3.47, about the same as the
^V~DR!& peak value of 3.46 mentioned above, and is ob-
tained independently from a close coupling scattering calcu-
lation for the ion employing the same 49-state expansion.
This provides a check to the peak value ofV~DR! at the
threshold satisfying the conservation condition of the scatter-
ing flux

lim
n→`

^V~n;DR!&5 lim
k2→0

V~k2;EIE! ~2.11!

such that the trapped flux due to DR right below the thresh-
old should be equal to that released due to excitation of the
target. The other check that we carry out is for the effects of
multipole potentials on theV~DR!. We calculate indepen-
dently, using the same wave function expansion, the values
of V~EIE! at the threshold with inclusion of multipole po-
tentials and without them. A small discrepancy between the
two values is an indicator of convergence of the wave func-
tion expansion and negligible effects of these potentials on
the scattering quantities. A proper choice of theR-matrix
boundary andR-matrix basis set can achieve this goal@2#.

FIG. 3. DR collision strength
V~DR! for the processe1FeIV
→FeIII : ~i! detailed with autoion-
izing resonances~dotted curves!
and ~ii ! resonance averaged~solid
curves!. DR calculations start at
effective quantum numbern510.0
and the arrow points out the di-
pole allowed core state6Po. The
filled circle corresponds to the
value, 3.47, of excitation collision
strength,V~EIE!, for the transi-
tion 6S - 6Po.
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For the present case of (e,FeIV! scattering, the values of
V~EIE! with and without the multipole potential contribu-
tions are 3.70 and 3.76.

Figure 4 presents a detailed analysis of the photon spec-
trum which appears as autoionizing resonance lines in Fig. 3.
The structures are resolved in a very small energy range from
1.71 to 1.722 Ry of the electron corresponding to effective
quantum number ranging fromn520 to about 30 of the Ry-
dberg series of states belonging to the6Po state. The bottom
panel corresponds to totalV~DR! while the upper ones cor-
respond to individual contributions of the first seven symme-
tries 5S, 5Po, 5D, etc. as specified in the panels. The pattern
of eachn complex, which repeats itself but gets more com-
pressed and rises slowly with increase of energy, is distinct
for the total and for each individual symmetry. The relevant
Rydberg series for each pattern has been identified through
quantum defects at the peaks of the resonance series and is
specified in each panel:6Ponp(5S), 6Pons,nd(5Po),
6Ponp,n f(5D), etc. The third panel from the bottom shows
the interference of two Rydberg series,6Pons(5Po) and
6Pond(5Po), the first resonance peaks belonging to thed
series, which is narrower than thes series. Such interferences
of the series will introduce errors in the treatment of isolated
resonance approximation for the recombination rate coeffi-

cients. A few isolated structures in the patterns, such as two
down peaks in the first panel and split of ones resonance in
the third panel, are due to interference with some resonances
belonging to higher states, lying above the6Po state, of
FeIV.

At very low electron energies and temperatures the re-
combination process is also dominated by recombination to
very high-n states just below the ground state of the recom-
bining ion ~as distinct from the high-n recombination via
resonancesbelonging to excited states, i.e., DR, as described
above!. These contributions are included in the hydrogenic
approximation; it is found necessary to calculate explicitly
recombination contributions at low temperatures to states
with up to n5800. Although the recombination to high-n
states is dominated by DR at higher temperatures, the radia-
tive part involving the photoionization cross section of high-
n states is ‘‘topped up’’ with the hydrogenic recombination
rate coefficient. For an ion with chargez, we have the
z-scaled formulaaR(z,T) 5 aR(1,T/z

2), in terms of the
recombination rate coefficient for neutral hydrogen@14#. We
calculate the hydrogenic recombination rate coefficients
aR(z,T) for statesn510–800 employing photoionization
cross sections of hydrogen obtained using theFORTRAN pro-
gram by Storey and Hummer@16#, and for statesn5801 –
` using the sum@17#

FIG. 4. Detailed analysis of the photon spec-
trum, in the processe1 FeIV → FeIII , in the
small energy range from 1.71 to 1.722 Ry of the
electron corresponding to the range fromn520
to about 30 of the Rydberg series belonging to
6Ponl . The bottom panel presents totalV~DR!
while the upper panels show the individual con-
tributions of the symmetries5S, 5Po, 5D, etc. as
specified in each panel. Then complexes are des-
ignated. The individual patterns are identified as
6Ponp(5S), 6Pons,nd(5Po), 6Ponp,n f(5D),
etc.
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D~n!5anS n

n11D
3S 11n

2 D . ~2.12!

We find for FeIII , contrary to most other ions@18#, that this
top-up hydrogenic part provides significant contribution to
the total aR , about 50% up toT5400 K, then decaying
slowly to 24% atT510 000 K.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Total recombination rate coefficientsaR(T) for the re-
combination process,e1FeIV → FeIII , are obtained over a
wide range of temperatures 1.0< log10T< 9.0, with
D log10T 5 0.1. The values ofaR(T) are given in Table I and
plotted in Fig. 5~the solid curve!. The curve shows the stan-
dard pattern of the total recombination rate coefficients@3#.
At low temperatures, asT increases, the rate decreases until
it reaches the temperature region where DR begins to domi-
nate, culminating in the high-T DR bump, whereupon the
rate decreases smoothly. However, before the high-T DR
bump at log10T 5 5.2, there exists a small but distinct low-
T bump due to the low-n autoionizing resonances in the
near-threshold regions of the FeIII photoionization cross sec-
tions.

Comparison of the presenttotal aR ~solid curve! is made
with the RR rates~dashed curve! and the DR rates~chain-
dashed curve! of Woodset al. @4#. Their total rates can be

TABLE I. Total recombination rate coefficientsaR(T) in units of cm3 s21, for e1FeIV → FeIII for a
wide range of temperaturesT ~K!. A value ofa@2b# for aR meansa3102b.

log10T aR log10T aR log10T aR

1.0 4.20@210# 3.7 6.86@212# 6.4 3.08@213#
1.1 3.67@210# 3.8 6.11@212# 6.5 2.23@213#
1.2 3.22@210# 3.9 5.54@212# 6.6 1.64@213#
1.3 2.82@210# 4.0 5.08@212# 6.7 1.21@213#
1.4 2.47@210# 4.1 4.66@212# 6.8 8.86@214#
1.5 2.16@210# 4.2 4.26@212# 6.9 6.50@214#
1.6 1.89@210# 4.3 3.84@212# 7.0 4.76@214#
1.7 1.65@210# 4.4 3.43@212# 7.1 3.48@214#
1.8 1.44@210# 4.5 3.05@212# 7.2 2.55@214#
1.9 1.25@210# 4.6 2.78@212# 7.3 1.86@214#
2.0 1.08@210# 4.7 2.70@212# 7.4 1.36@214#
2.1 9.30@211# 4.8 2.85@212# 7.5 9.96@215#
2.2 7.99@211# 4.9 3.19@212# 7.6 7.28@215#
2.3 6.84@211# 5.0 3.58@212# 7.7 5.33@215#
2.4 5.83@211# 5.1 3.85@212# 7.8 3.90@215#
2.5 4.95@211# 5.2 3.91@212# 7.9 2.86@215#
2.6 4.19@211# 5.3 3.76@212# 8.0 2.10@215#
2.7 3.54@211# 5.4 3.42@212# 8.1 1.54@215#
2.8 2.98@211# 5.5 2.97@212# 8.2 1.14@215#
2.9 2.50@211# 5.6 2.50@212# 8.3 8.40@216#
3.0 2.10@211# 5.7 2.03@212# 8.4 6.24@216#
3.1 1.77@211# 5.8 1.61@212# 8.5 4.65@216#
3.2 1.49@211# 5.9 1.26@212# 8.6 3.48@216#
3.3 1.26@211# 6.0 9.65@213# 8.7 2.63@216#
3.4 1.07@211# 6.1 7.33@213# 8.8 1.99@216#
3.5 9.14@212# 6.2 5.52@213# 8.9 1.53@216#
3.6 7.86@212# 6.3 4.13@213# 9.0 1.18@216#

FIG. 5. Total recombination rate coefficientsaR(T) for the re-
combined ion FeIII of the present work~solid curve!. The dashed
curve corresponds to RR rates and the chain-dashed curve corre-
sponds to DR rates of Ref.@4# and the asterisks correspond to DR
rates of Ref.@7#.
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TABLE II. Recombination rate coefficients~in units of cm3 s21) at four temperatures,T5100, 1000, 5012, and 10 000 K, of the
individual dominant contributing states from quintet and septet symmetries. A value ofa@2b# for aR meansa3102b.

100 K 1000 K 5012 K 10 000 K
State aR State aR State aR State aR

3d5 4Fe4p 5Do 6.99@212# 3d6 5De 1.98@212# 3d6 5De 1.06@212# 3d6 5De 9.08@213#
3d5 4Fe5p 5Do 5.18@212# 3d5 4Fe4p 5Do 8.64@213# 3d5 4De4p 5Do 1.14@213# 3d5 6Se4p 5Po 1.29@213#
3d6 5De 4.40@212# 3d5 4Fe5p 5Do 6.20@213# 3d5 6Se4p 5Po 1.11@213# 3d5 4De4p 5Do 7.56@214#
3d5 4Pe4p 5Po 4.16@212# 3d5 4Pe4p 5Po 4.57@213# 3d5 4Fe4p 5Do 1.10@213# 3d5 4De4p 5Fo 7.27@214#
3d5 4Pe5p 5Po 3.20@212# 3d5 4Fe4p 5Fo 3.55@213# 3d5 4De4p 5Fo 9.23@214# 3d5 4Ge4p 5Ho 6.99@214#
3d5 4Fe4p 5Fo 2.99@212# 3d5 4Pe5p 5Po 3.52@213# 3d5 4Pe4p 5Po 8.72@214# 3d5 4Pe4p 5Po 5.55@214#
3d5 4Fe5p 5Fo 2.81@212# 3d5 4Fe5p 5Fo 3.35@213# 3d5 4Fe5p 5Do 7.72@214# 3d44s6De4p 5Po 5.54@214#
3d5 4Pe6p 5Po 2.80@212# 3d5 4Ge4p 5Fo 3.23@213# 3d5 6Se4 f 5Fo 7.01@214# 3d44s6De4p 5Fo 5.21@214#
3d5 4Ge4p 5Fo 2.42@212# 3d5 4Pe6p 5Po 2.96@213# 3d5 4De4p 5Po 6.89@214# 3d5 4Ge4p 5Fo 4.84@214#
3d5 4De4p 5Do 1.32@212# 3d5 6Se4p 5Po 2.32@213# 3d5 4De5p 5Do 6.76@214# 3d5 4Fe4p 5Do 4.83@214#
3d5 4Pe6p 5Do 1.13@212# 3d5 4De4p 5Do 1.89@213# 3d5 4Ge4p 5Fo 6.62@214# 3d5 6Se4 f 5Fo 4.60@214#
3d5 6Se4p 5Po 1.03@212# 3d5 6Se4 f 5Fo 1.71@213# 3d5 6Se5 f 5Fo 6.18@214# 3d5 4De5p 5Do 4.24@214#
3d5 4Pe5p 5Do 1.01@212# 3d5 6Se5 f 5Fo 1.51@213# 3d5 4De6p 5Do 6.07@214# 3d5 4De4p 5Po 4.24@214#
3d5 4Ge5p 5Fo 7.02@213# 3d5 6Se5p 5Po 1.37@213# 3d5 4De5p 5Fo 5.12@214# 3d5 6Se5 f 5Fo 4.04@214#
3d5 6Se4 f 5Fo 5.60@213# 3d5 4Pe6p 5Do 1.24@213# 3d5 4De5p 5Po 5.11@214# 3d5 4De6p 5Do 3.83@214#
3d5 6Se5p 5Po 5.06@213# 3d5 6Se6 f 5Fo 1.24@213# 3d5 4Pe5p 5Po 4.98@214# 3d5 4Fe5p 5Do 3.42@214#
3d5 4Pe4p 5Do 5.06@213# 3d5 4Pe5p 5Do 1.14@213# 3d5 4Fe4p 5Fo 4.90@214# 3d5 4Ge4 f 5Po 3.40@214#
3d5 6Se5 f 5Fo 4.96@213# 3d5 4Ge5p 5Fo 9.69@214# 3d5 6Se6 f 5Fo 4.55@214# 3d5 4De5p 5Fo 3.13@214#
3d5 6Se6 f 5Fo 4.78@213# 3d5 6Se6g 5Ge 8.63@214# 3d5 6Se5p 5Po 4.34@214# 3d5 4De5p 5Po 3.07@214#
3d5 4De4p 5Po 3.78@213# 3d5 4De4p 5Po 7.67@214# 3d5 4Fe5p 5Fo 4.17@214# 3d5 4Pe4p 5Do 3.03@214#

Sum: 4.31@211# 7.08@212# 2.38@212# 1.89@212#
Total5 1.08@210# 2.10@211# 6.86@212# 5.08@212#
% contribution5 40% 34% 35% 37%

3d5 6Se5 f 7Fo 6.96@213# 3d5 6Se5 f 7Fo 2.16@213# 3d5 6Se4p 7Po 1.12@213# 3d5 6Se4p 7Po 2.25@213#
3d5 6Se6 f 7Fo 5.08@213# 3d5 6Se6 f 7Fo 1.58@213# 3d5 6Se4 f 7Fo 9.67@214# 3d5 6Se4 f 7Fo 1.63@213#
3d5 6Se4 f 7Fo 4.45@213# 3d5 6Se4 f 7Fo 1.40@213# 3d5 6Se5 f 7Fo 9.05@214# 3d44s6De4p 7Po 1.45@213#
3d5 6Se6g 7Ge 3.98@213# 3d5 6Se6g 7Ge 1.22@213# 3d44s6De4p 7Fo 7.05@214# 3d44s6De4p 7Fo 1.06@213#
3d44s6De4p 7Fo 3.93@213# 3d44s6De4p 7Fo 1.22@213# 3d5 6Se6 f 7Fo 6.63@214# 3d5 6Se5 f 7Fo 5.96@214#
3d5 6Se4p 7Po 3.72@213# 3d5 6Se4p 7Po 1.16@213# 3d44s6De4p 7Po 5.09@214# 3d5 6Se6 f 7Fo 4.37@214#
3d5 6Se7 f 7Fo 3.62@213# 3d5 6Se7 f 7Fo 1.13@213# 3d5 6Se6g 7Ge 4.79@214# 3d5 6Se7 f 7Fo 3.13@214#
3d5 6Se7g 7Ge 3.51@213# 3d5 6Se7g 7Ge 1.08@213# 3d5 6Se7 f 7Fo 4.74@214# 3d5 6Se6g 7Ge 2.97@214#
3d5 6Se5g 7Ge 3.46@213# 3d5 6Se5g 7Ge 1.06@213# 3d5 6Se7g 7Ge 4.23@214# 3d44s6De4p 7Do 2.81@214#
3d5 6Se5p 7Po 2.93@213# 3d5 6Se5p 7Po 9.16@214# 3d5 6Se5g 7Ge 4.16@214# 3d5 6Se5p 7Po 2.71@214#
3d5 6Se8g 7Ge 2.88@213# 3d5 6Se8g 7Ge 8.84@214# 3d5 6Se5p 7Po 3.93@214# 3d5 6Se7g 7Ge 2.62@214#
3d5 6Se8 f 7Fo 2.63@213# 3d5 6Se8 f 7Fo 8.19@214# 3d5 6Se8g 7Ge 3.47@214# 3d5 6Se5g 7Ge 2.58@214#
3d5 6Se8h 7Ho 2.42@213# 3d5 6Se8h 7Ho 7.27@214# 3d5 6Se8 f 7Fo 3.44@214# 3d5 6Se8 f 7Fo 2.27@214#
3d5 6Se7h 7Ho 2.38@213# 3d5 6Se7h 7Ho 7.16@214# 3d5 6Se9g 7Ge 2.80@214# 3d5 6Se8g 7Ge 2.15@214#
3d5 6Se9g 7Ge 2.32@213# 3d5 6Se9g 7Ge 7.13@214# 3d5 6Se8h 7Ho 2.66@214# 3d5 6Se4s 7Se 1.78@214#
3d5 6Se9h 7Ho 2.20@213# 3d5 6Se9h 7Ho 6.62@214# 3d5 6Se7h 7Ho 2.62@214# 3d5 6Se9g 7Ge 1.73@214#
3d5 6Se9 f 7Fo 1.95@213# 3d5 6Se9 f 7Fo 6.08@214# 3d5 6Se9 f 7Fo 2.56@214# 3d5 6Se9 f 7Fo 1.69@214#
3d5 6Se10h 7Ho 1.91@213# 3d5 6Se10h 7Ho 5.76@214# 3d5 6Se9h 7Ho 2.42@214# 3d5 6Se6p 7Po 1.67@214#
3d5 6Se10g 7Ge 1.88@213# 3d5 6Se10g 7Ge 5.76@214# 3d5 6Se6p 7Po 2.40@214# 3d5 6Se8h 7Ho 1.55@214#
3d5 6Se6p 7Po 1.82@213# 3d5 6Se6p 7Po 5.68@214# 3d5 6Se4s 7Se 2.38@214# 3d5 6Se7h 7Ho 1.53@214#

Sum: 6.40@212# 1.98@212# 9.53@213# 1.05@212#
Total5 1.08@210# 2.10@211# 6.86@212# 5.08@212#
% contribution5 6% 9% 14% 21%
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estimated from the sum of the two rates. Their low-T rates,
valid over a smallT range, underestimate the recombination
rate significantly, most likely due to the fact that they did not
include any resonance contributions at low energies. Their
DR rates~calculated using the Burgess general formula but
possibly inaccurate oscillator strengths! are considerably
higher, and overestimate the recombination rate by almost an
order of magnitude near the high temperature peak. The as-
terisks in the figure are the DR rate coefficients by Hahn@7#.
FeIII is one of the ions in the gap regions for which he did
not have any available data for the empirical formula. Hence
he deduced the formula from empirical predictions com-
menting that these values should be tested by new and im-
proved calculations. His values agree with those of Woods
et al.

Based on the accuracy of the close coupling approxima-
tions for the photoionization cross sections and DR collision
strengths, the accuracy of the presentaR(T) values should
be within 10% for most of the temperature range. At very
low temperatures,T<100 K, the uncertainty may be higher
than 10% as the resolution of the near-threshold resonances
in the photoionization cross sections is crucial. The uncer-
tainty may also be higher in the very high temperature range
where inner-shell ionization may be important but is not
taken into account in the present work.

We also present the state-specific, partial recombination
rate coefficients for some individual low-n states at four tem-
peratures: log10T 5 2.0, 3.0, 3.7, and 4.0, in Table II. These
are the dominant contributors from the quintet and septet
symmetries to the totalaR . Their relative contributions to
aR , however, change with temperature because of the vary-
ing contribution from autoionizing resonances ins PI with
photon energy. As explained in Ref.@18#, the rates in Table II

should be equal to the total state-specific recombination rate
coefficient to the individual states at the temperatures con-
sidered, since the high-n DR contribution does not dominate
until about log10T'4.7. Table II shows that the quintets con-
tribute more toaR than the septets.

IV. CONCLUSION

The total recombination rate coefficients for the recom-
bined ion FeIII are obtained in the close coupling approxi-
mation employing a unified treatment. To our knowledge this
is the first detailed calculation for the recombination rate
coefficients of FeIII . Present results differ considerably from
the currently used values obtained by Woodset al. @4#. Their
RR rates at low temperatures underestimate the recombina-
tion rate, but the huge difference appears at higher tempera-
tures where their DR rates are up to an order of magnitude
higher than the present rates close to the high temperature
peak. Present calculations are also an application of the uni-
fied treatment to a complex atomic system from the iron
group, involving large eigenfunction expansions for the re-
combining ion to account for the strong electron correlation
effects and coupling. Similar calculations are now in
progress for FeI and FeII . To our knowledge, there exists no
other detailed calculations for FeIII recombination rates.
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